
Technical Note - EDS 

Expanding EDS Analysis with Advanced Particle Characterization

Introduction 
Many industries require the regular analysis of particulates in a substrate or matrix, with a special interest in chemistry,             
morphology or some other defining characteristic.  The EDAX Particle Phase Analysis program is a specialized Energy            
Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS) application that will measure, record and classify each particle using the predefined list of    
morphological characteristics and output the data to provide a thorough understanding of the material.  This technical note gives 
an introduction to the functionality of the Particle Phase Analysis program and provides an overview of some of the results, 
which can be obtained from it.

Morphology 
The Morphology function enables the analyst to define particles 
by their gray scale value and provides a spreadsheet including 
size, shape, and orientation data.  This data includes: 

Image histogram optimization capabilities to better identify •
particles including multi-phase selection. 

Particle selection criteria including min and max video  •
levels and size as well as other morphometric parameters. 

An Erosion function for separation of touching particles. •

The ability to choose inclusion of edge         •
particles. 

A Maximum Particles Per Field option for •
sampling efficiency. 

A Field Flood option to prevent erroneous identification of •
one large particle as many small particles. 

Full size and shape information for all selected particles •
with over 10 morphological characteristics. 

Turbo mode which improves image collection speed for •
high resolution image settings. 

A choice of several image formats for efficient data storage •
of large datasets.

Chemistry 
Once the Morphology has been defined, the chemistry can be    
characterized, using: 

Full Spectral Collection and Peak ID functionality. •

Collection from particle centroid, entire particle, or user •
selectable core percentage area to optimally correlate with 
SEM collection parameters. 

Calculation of Weight %, Atomic % or Oxide •
% of any element. 

Non ZAF correction results option to eliminate matrix   •
corrections for particles on a surface. 

MThin quantification for TEM analysis. •

Track Video function for accurate beam positioning on •
small particles.

Figure 1. Particles highlighted according to gray level. Figure 2. Particle zoom with all data.

Figure 3. Particle spectrum and spreadsheet.
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Advanced Routine for High Performance 
Chemical Classification 
Using this routine, classification can be accomplished in a      
variety of ways.  

Spectra are characterized and placed into a best-fit         •
classification within the library. 

Libraries can be created and edited for use with any dataset •
or for future analyses. 

Data can be reclassified without the need for reanalysis. •

A Master Element list can be generated for each library. •

Data Threshold and Elemental Exclusion options offer •
more flexibility and the option to optimize quantification. 

There are three types of classification criteria:  •

Boolean, based on min/max elemental contribution •

Chi-Square fit on weight % •

Chi-Square fit on spectral data – either full spectral •
range or user selected energy range 

Chi-Square routines allow for minimum fit parameter for •
inclusion in class. 

The PreScan option enables the analyst to discard •
particles that do not meet user designated criteria via min 
CPS, min counts in selected energy range or logic-based 
Pass Filter.

Multi Stub Automated Analysis 
Multi Stub Automated Analysis enables the analyst to perform 
automated data collection for multiple fields of view and     
multiple samples. 

Data collection requires only one setup for entire analysis. •

The analysis area can easily be defined including stub size •
and number of fields per stub. 

Several choices of field layout allow for a  •
variety of sample shapes – standard, spiral, 
and snake matrix with optional adjacent or 
spaced fields. 

Threshold calibration option with a standard can      •
automatically readjust thresholds to compensate for       
possible changes in video signal between stubs over time. 

Auto kV ensures shutoff at completion of analysis. •

Upon the completion of an analysis, a data summary file •
is generated, a JOB file of all the data is saved and a 
spreadsheet is displayed in MS Excel®.

Figure 7. Particle locations in multifields displayed by color.

Figure 4. Spectrum with class and fit information.

Figure 5. Classification interface.

Figure 6. Automated stub setup.
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Data Review 
After collection, the data can be reviewed and processed        
off-line with all the spreadsheet entries, images, stub viewer 
and ternary diagrams linked together.  A variety of screen views 
can be displayed for review including an image with a spectrum 
or spreadsheet, a particle view and zoom, image information, a 
search summary of a complete data range or a subset of user 
selected data.

Ternary Diagram 
User selectable element(s) will color code the entries in the 
diagram according to the contribution of the selected element  
in Red, Green, Blue (RGB). 

The display options include crosshair or circle scaled to        •
particle size. 

The ternary diagram is a fully interactive display of the      •
spectrum and data field in the spreadsheet. 

The ternary diagram can be saved as an image or print     •
directly for easy data sharing.

Subset particles can be based on morphology, video signal,    •
quantitative elemental data, or classification fit. 

The stub browser allows for a quick review of the data        •
summary for each stub. 

Fully interactive data types highlight any data entry in the •
entire spreadsheet and the stub is displayed with the       
particle highlighted or the particle can be selected from an 
image to highlight the data field. 

Particle display coloring can be based on gray level phase, •
class phase or ternary diagram.

Figure 8. Interactive data review screen.

Figure 9. The above image displays the particles which are size and color  
coded to the user selectable chemistry of the ternary diagram shown below.
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Reporting 
Advanced Particle Characterization offers quick and easy 
report generation featuring: 

Several layout options are available for printing directly •
from software. 

MS Word™ and PowerPoint® can be used for reporting •
and presentations, or MS Excel® is available for 
advanced reprocessing. 

The Utility program allows for batch review of data, •
flexible batch printing and reporting, image montaging 
and quick graphing based on a wide variety of 
parameters.

Figure 10. Particle user interface.

Figure 11. Histogram showing one of many possible data types.

Conclusion 
The EDAX Particle Phase Analysis program expands on basic EDS capabilities by providing powerful and interactive data 
analysis of samples containing features in a substrate or matrix.  Particles are selected, highlighted and then instantly recorded 
with over ten morphological characteristics in a spreadsheet. With automatic chemistry collection, information from each 
particle can be matched to a classification library for a single field of view, an entire stub, or for multiple samples. All of the 
data is displayed in an interactive mode for quick and powerful review.
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